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Abstract 

During the last two decades the world is being transformed towards a virtual 

agglomerate of large interconnected cities. Moreover, an integration of digital 

infrastructures with the physical city infrastructure and facilities is taking place. This 

integration includes data generating sensors and various internet-connected devices 

which are dispersed in a city having as a target to offer a variety of services in order to 

ease citizens’ daily lives. In this, so called, smart city digital ecosystem, companies 

provide eBusiness models that are based on Collective Intelligence based decision making 

applications focusing on discovering citizens’ needs by collecting data related to their 

activities. However, the lack of privacy preserving mechanisms in such applications that 

eliminate the risk of correlation between citizens’ activities and their identities 

discourages citizens from providing their data to commerce systems. In this paper, we 

first discuss a new privacy preserving authentication technology, the Privacy-ABCs, and 

its successful deployment in a course evaluation pilot in higher education as well as a 

social networking application for pupils in a school environment. Based on the wide 

acceptance of this technology by the pilot users, we propose the deployment of a Privacy-

ABCs based authentication system in a generic Collective Intelligent eBusiness model in a 

Smart City. The incorporation of this authentication technology in Collective Intelligence 

based eServices, has the potential of establishing new market opportunities since citizens’ 

anonymity will increase their incentives to provide valuable data related to their 

consuming activities and buying preferences as they move about in the city. 

 

Keywords: Smart Cities; Privacy; Collective Intelligence; eBusiness Models; eServices 

 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the majority of world's population lives in big cities. It can, also, be 

said that the earth‟s population resides in a world of interconnected cities. A 

contemporary city attempts to improve the quality of citizens‟ life (better 

transportation, energy consumption, e-governance etc.) and its economy by 

integrating digital infrastructures with the physical  facilities of the city ([1, 5]). This 

integration can make a city “smarter” in the sense that a c ity can learn about 
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citizens‟ needs and to provide services that improves its citizens‟ life anytime and in 

any place around the city. 

Within the current decade, many ICT vendors invested on products that can 

transform a city into a smart city. Companies from the public and private sector 

develop or use crowd-sourcing applications that collect and analyze massive data 

related to the environment and citizens' way of life (data from home smart meters, 

electricity operators' systems, citizens through their interactions using smart phones, 

public information systems, social network applications and other corporate data 

sources). These applications are based on the Collective Intelligence (CI) which is 

the intelligence that emerges from the participation of many individuals and/or 

devices of a group in a consensus decision-making context. The use of CI in 

business exploits the mass collaboration in order to create new markets for goods 

and consequently new industries and jobs and to reduce operational costs.  

Mobile network operators have a central role in the smart city concept. They 

provide the medium through which citizens offer useful data in order to receive 

smart services. Thus, CI-based consensus decision making systems would aggregate 

large data streams from various network devices through mobile networks and other 

internet connected data sources and would create services for the citizens and the 

city. The data aggregation and smart service deployment are taking place through 

internet. 

However, this society evolution and the new come out business models in a smart 

city, i.e. the design of organizational structures that create new commercial markets 

and products for citizens, should be associated with system architectures that can 

support them efficiently [1]. This system architecture evolution could happen in a 

similar way that mobile networks and business models affected by the introduction 

of smart individuals' devices. Smart city business models could demand a large 

amount of devices to be connected either to mobile networks or to fixed networks. 

Consequently, data aggregation by CI-based applications of the related business 

models will induce bulky load on the networks. 

Humans are playing the central role in the majority of the business models that 

are based on CI-based decision making applications. Actually citizens are working 

for free while they are offered free services. Smart city applications should consider 

citizens' data as a public good for civil improvement (see in [1]) but their privacy 

should be preserved. Not only should the legislation protect their privacy but the 

smart city applications should use Privacy Enhancing Techniques (PETs) for their 

privacy (see in [2]). 

Smart Location Based Services that provide to mobile users information for 

certain requests, like the closest gas station and parking place for example, collect 

the physical location of a user. Moreover, other services can collect data from 

various city storages where a user may have left her footprints. However, some city 

services demand from the user to provide her identity in order to access the service. 

All these user related data could be used to correlate users with their activities. 

These users' profiles would be valuable for the creation of target groups for certain 

new e-Services. Thus, there is a need in the concept of a smart city to protect 

citizens' privacy. Protecting citizens' privacy will increase citizens‟ incentives to 

participate in the creation of new markets and services through CI-based business 

models. This could be achieved by eliminating the potential correlation of a user 

with her activities that discourage her to provide data. The design of an identity 

management system that would permit the collection of citizens' data that are 

sufficient according to the principle of data proportionality, i.e. the minimum subset 

of identity data, for the accomplishment of the purpose of the citizens' data 

collection can eliminate this correlation without affecting the trust between citizens 

and the companies that collect data and provide services. 
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Identity management consists of all these processes and underlying technologies 

that create, manage and use digital identities (see in [7]). The need of individuals 

and businesses to verify whether a presented identifier or identity is  actually 

representing the entity one trusts or that is entitled to enter into a certain transaction 

or communication was the initiative for the design and development of access 

control and personal data management techniques that will protect individuals‟  

privacy. Users prove their identity through various authentication mechanisms. One 

widely used authentication mechanism is the password-based authentication. Today, 

individuals are asked to maintain dozens of different usernames and passwords, one 

for each website with which they interact. This authentication mechanism is not 

always optimal, since it creates a burden to individuals and encourages the reuse of 

passwords through multiple services, which in turns makes online fraud and identity 

theft easier. Spoofed website, stolen passwords and compromised accounts have 

negative impact not only to individuals but also to businesses and governments, who 

are unable to offer high-value online services. 

Given the weaknesses of such a simple authentication mechanism, alternative 

techniques have been developed to provide a higher degree of access control and 

personal data management. Cryptographic certificates are a good known example of 

this. Although such certificates can offer sufficient security for many purposes, they 

cannot, typically, handle privacy adequately because they reveal completely the 

identity of a person. Any use of such a certificate exposes the identity of the 

certificate holder to the party (usually a service) requesting authentication. There 

are many scenarios where the use of such certificates reveals, unnecessarily, the 

identity of the holder. For example, this is the case for scenarios where a service 

platform only needs to verify the age of a user but not his/her actual identity. 

Revealing more information than necessary not only harms the privacy of the users 

but also increases the risk of abuse of information such as identity theft when 

revealed information falls in the wrong hands. 

In this paper, we present the deployment of a Privacy-ABCs based authentication 

system into a generic eBusiness model that provides Collective Intelligence based 

eServices in Smart Cities. These Collective Intelligence eServices can establish new 

market opportunities in which citizens‟ anonymity will increase their incentive to 

provide valuable data about their consumer behaviour. In Section 2, we discuss the 

use of Privacy-ABCs, which is an attribute based authentication technology, in 

course evaluations in higher education and social networking for pupils in a school 

environment. In Section 3, we discuss the structure of a deployment of an ABCs 

based authentication system in a generic Collective Intelligence eBusiness model in 

a smart city. Finally, in Section 4 we present our conclusions and discuss directions 

for future work. 

 

2. Attribute-Based Authentication 

A number of technologies have been developed to build Attribute Based 

Credential (ABC) systems in a way that they can be trusted, much like normal 

cryptographic certificates, while at the same time protecting the privacy of their 

holder (e.g., hiding the real holder's identity). Such certificates, called Attribute 

Based Credentials (ABCs) are issued just like ordinary credentials using a digital 

(secret) signature key. However, ABCs allow their holder to transform them into a 

new credential that contains only a subset of the attributes contained in the original 

credential. Additionally, these transformed credentials can be verified like ordinary 

cryptographic credentials (using the public verification key of the issuer) and offer 

the same strong security. 
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Two prominent technologies are IBM's Idemix, based on [4, 12, 13, 14, 15] and 

Microsoft's Uprove, based on [6, 10] (see, also in [3, 11] for preliminary research 

work). In the ABC4Trust project (http://abc4trust.eu), an integration in a seamless 

and interoperable way of these two technologies into a single one called Privacy-

ABCs were proposed. In any deployment of Privacy-ABCs (see Section 3 for more 

details), first credentials need to be obtained from the Credential Issuer with an 

issuance request and the User provides the appropriate credentials. These steps need 

to be performed only once. Collected credentials are stored and managed on the 

User side, under her total control. Consequently the Issuer may well  be offline or 

unreachable for one or both parties, the User and the Verifier (or Relying Party), 

during subsequent authentication processes. Specifically, whenever the User wishes 

to access a restricted resource offered by a Verifier, she will request access to this 

resource. The Verifier answers by providing the access policy for the requested 

resource. Such a policy might refer to requirements with respect to any user 

attribute, e.g. the user's name, being of a certain age, or being a member of a 

university. 

The client module on User's side helps the User computing a presentation token 

satisfying the access policy. This step may include the removal of any personal data 

not required by the policy. The resulting presentation token is then presented 

towards the Verifier for cryptographic verification of the possession (without 

revealing them) of the claimed attribute values. The ABC4Trust project's strength 

was the operation of two pilot, but real life, applications in the educational domain. 

The pilots involved real users with real use cases and, thus, enabled the project 

participants to draw useful conclusions about the easiness of implementing Privacy-

ABCs solutions and how well they are accepted by users. In what follows, we will 

provide some essential information on these two pilots which are related to this 

work. 

Protecting the privacy of children in a school environment involved 

pseudonymous community access and social networking for pupils in Sweden. This 

pilot handled online communication and exchange of sensitive personal concerns 

and advice between pupils and school personnel. Pupils were able to seek advice 

from medical staff or teachers on intimate questions related to their physical, 

psychological, social, financial, or other situation without necessarily revealing their 

true identity. They were, also, able to communicate among themselves in special 

restricted areas where access can be granted only to students of, e.g., a certain age 

or sex. This part of the pilot exploited the advantages of the ABC technology by 

allowing anonymous proofs of attribute values. 

Course evaluations in higher education was the second pilot of the project. It 

involved the issuance of privacy preserving credentials to the students of the 

University of Patras in Greece, that certified a number of facts about the students 

(e.g. year of study, major, percentage of appearances in the lecture room in case of 

obligatory courses, etc.). Eligible students were able to provide feedback 

anonymously on the courses they had taken as well as their instructors during a 

semester, proving their eligibility using the appropriate credentials.  

Our project took the pilots one step further and evaluated participating users‟ 

attitude towards ABCs as well as their willingness to adopt and use this privacy 

preserving authentication technology. Our view is that this technology has the 

potential of changing the way people think about and interact with ICTs and the 

Internet services, such as the one envisages in our eBusiness model. ABCs, through 

their privacy preserving features, can transform the online society into a more 

trustworthy one and allow the development of online businesses and services of 

wide adoption from the people. For this to happen, however, it is not sufficient to 

base the online world on excellent, technically, privacy and security technologies. 
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One needs to, also, ensure that these technologies will attract the major stakeholder, 

that is the users. 

The ABC4Trust project not only provided the reference implementation of the 

ABCs technology making it publicly available to developers of eServices, it did 

conduct a systematic user experience evaluation from the pilot participants as well. 

Through thus evaluation, the ABC4Trust project attempted to tackle the following 

questions, which are directly relevant to our proposal to use the ABCs technology in 

new territories, beyond education (which was the focus of the two ABC4Trust 

pilots) such as eBusinesses and general eServices: 

 What are the factors (both internal to the user and external) and parameters that 

influence user acceptance of ABCs? 

 What are the key factors that enable users to view ABCs as a trustworthy 

technology and the services built on top of it as trusted? 

 How good is users‟ understanding of ABCs and what is the role of this 

understanding in enhancing users‟ acceptance? 

 How one can transform users‟ evaluation results into improvements of ABCs 

and the services that can be build using this technology? 

Both pilot leaders investigated users‟ acceptance using the Technology 

Acceptance Model (TAM), a very successful predictive model for assessing user 

acceptance of ICTs (see in [16, 18]). 

TAM was developed in the 80s [17] and has been employed for the evaluation of 

a wide variety of technological products (e.g. from email and spreadsheet software 

to online games). The general framework of the Technology Acceptance Model [16,  

18]. The overall TAM framework is depicted in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The General TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) Framework 

 TAM regards the Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness of a new 

technology as the two main factors that decide users‟ adoption of the technology 

[16, 17]. Positive attitude of users towards these two factors positively influences 

their Intention to Use the new technology which, in turn, positively influences their 

actual Usage Behavior. Moreover, Perceived Ease of Use influences Perceived 

Usefulness, in the sense that Perceived Usefulness is considered to have a more 

powerful direct influence on the widespread adoption of the new technology than 

Perceived Ease of use. 

The TAM factors are defined as follows: 

 Perceived Ease of Use: “the degree to which a person believes that using a 

particular system would be free of effort”. 

 Perceived Usefulness: “the degree to which a person believes that using a 

particular system would enhance his or her job performance”.  

 Intention to Use: “the degree to which a person has formulated conscious plans'' 

to use or not to use a specific technology”. 
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 Usage Behavior: “the actually observed and measured usage” , e.g., frequency 

and duration of the usage. 

The TAM framework, also, includes external factors that may exert influence on 

Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use [18, 19]. Such factors include 

characteristics of the new technology or system (e.g.,  relevance of the system to 

work or expertise, perceived quality of system's results and outputs), differences 

between the user‟ characteristics and idiosyncrasies (e.g., age, sex, job experience, 

specialty, knowledge of ICTs etc.) or, even, characteristics of the users‟ 

environment (e.g., technical and managerial support when needed, influence from 

other users etc.). 

By taking into account the collection of criteria and the implementation of 

necessary infrastructure (identity service provider, infrastructure to issue 

credentials, attribute databases, etc.), the evaluation of these pilots with the TAM 

framework provided a clear proof of concept of both the unified attribute -based 

credentials approach as well as the reference architecture, providing at the same 

time feedback for enhancement. 

The pilots were successful in providing a strong proof of concept of the 

applicability of Privacy-ABCs in real life applications. The evaluations provided by 

the users who participated in the pilots showed satisfaction, to  a large degree, as 

well as easiness of use and deployment (see [8, 9]) for more details on the formal 

user satisfaction survey we conducted within the context of the ABC4Trust project  

for the course evaluation pilot – similar results have been documented for the school 

pilot in the corresponding project deliverable). 

 

3. Incorporating Privacy-ABCs Framework into CI eBusiness Models 

The deployment of eServices that respect users' privacy, requires the existence of  

a Trusted Third Party (TTP). Both the user and the eService provider will develop 

mutual trust through a TTP. The Privacy-ABCs technology provides an entity, the 

Issuer, which can play the role of TTP entity in an eBusiness Model. In Figure 2, the 

entities and their interactions in a Privacy-ABCs based eBusiness Model are 

illustrated. The user is in the center of this eBusiness Model.  
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Figure 2. The Entities and their Interactions in a Privacy-ABCs 
eBusiness Model 

The Issuer generates credentials containing attributes and provides them to the 

User who requested the issuance of the credentials. A credential is a set of attributes 

issued, and certified, by the Issuer. An attribute consists of the attribute type that 

describes the semantics of the attribute (e.g. first name) and the attribute value tha t 

determines its contents (e.g. Artemis). The Issuer certifies the correctness of the 

attributes that the credential contains. These attributes are identity elements and 

information about the User. A credential specification defines a list of attribute 

types that are contained in a credential. Initially, the Issuer creates a set of 

parameters, the issuer parameters, and a secret key, the issuance key. The credential 

specification and the issuer parameters will be used by the verifier in order to verify 

the authenticity of the user„s presentation token which is created from the issued 

credential.  The issuance key is used by the issuer in order to issue credentials.  

Depending on the use case, the attribute values of a credential may be provided 

either by the User or the Issuer, if the Issuer already holds the respective 

information in its attribute database. Ideally, the Issuer can provide the attested 

information directly, being an authoritative source. In a smart city, the Issuer can be 

a public service which will be under the control of the municipality. This guarantees 

that the citizens‟ rights will be protected by the legislation.  

The Issuance of a credential is an interactive multi -round protocol between a user 

and an issuer. It is initiated by the user by sending a message request for a credential 

(see in Figure 3). The issuer initiates an authentication process of the user. Upon its 

completion, it sends a message that contains the set of attributes that shall be 

certified in the new credential, the issuer policy and the issuer parameters of the 

credential. The user and issuer exchanges a number of protocol messages and at the 

end of the protocol, the user‟s system stores the obtained credential for future use.  
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Figure 3. The Multi-Round Privacy-ABC Issuance Protocol 

An optional entity of a Privacy-ABCs authentication system is the Revocation 

Authority that is responsible for revoking issued credentials. After revocation, the 

credentials cannot produce valid presentation tokens (i.e. proofs about credentia ls). 

In our smart city eBusiness model, the entity offering the revocation service is the 

same as that offering the Issuer service, which can be assumed to have the most 

accurate information about users' attributes and credentials.  

Each user generates a secret key which is used to generate public keys. These 

public keys are called pseudonyms in Privacy-ABCs. A user deploys pseudonyms 

for accessing services anonymously. Unlike traditional public-key authentication 

schemes, however, there are multiple public keys corresponding to the generated 

secret key. Consequently, the user can generate as many public keys as she wishes. 

Pseudonyms are cryptographically unlinkable, meaning that given two different 

pseudonyms, one cannot tell whether they were generated from the same or from 

different secret keys. By generating different pseudonyms for different verifiers (i.e. 

service providers), users can be known under different unlinkable pseudonyms to 

different sites while using the same secret key to authenticate herse lf towards all of 

them. While it is sufficient for users to generate a single secret key, they can also 

have multiple secret keys. A secret key can be generated by trusted hardware (e.g., a 

smart card) that stores and uses the key in computations (e.g., to  generate 

pseudonyms) while never revealing it. The key is thereby bound to the hardware, in 

the sense that it can only be used in combination with the hardware.  

An eBusiness Model that would provide CI Services should encapsulate in its 

structure the Verifier which is the basic entity of a Privacy-ABC authentication 

framework. The Verifier usually provides some kind of access restricted service to 

the User to which the User needs to authenticate and imposes an access policy. 

Thus, a User that intends to access a restricted service, the provider of the service 

launches its Verifier entity to authenticate the user. The authentication process is 

based on a presentation token provided by the User allowing it to check that the 

User has certain attributes. Upon the reception of the access request by the User, the 

Verifier transmits its presentation policy to the User (see in Figure 4). This policy 

includes the types of credentials it accepts and from what Issuers as well as what 

kind of information the presentation token must reveal from these credentials. 

 

Figure 4. Authentication Protocol performed by Verifier 
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The User retrieves the credentials defined by Verifier's presentation policy in 

order to produce presentation tokens (i.e. proofs) that uncover to the Ver ifier, i.e. 

partial information about the attributes contained in the credentials. The User can 

combine attributes from various credentials accepted by the presentation policy. 

Although attributes can be of any type (e.g. integers, strings etc.) they must 

eventually be mapped onto integers in order to be suitably encoded into a credential. 

This mapping, along with the list and type of encoded credentials, is defined in the 

credentials specification of the Issuer. A single presentation token can contain 

information from any number of credentials. The token can reveal a subset of the 

attribute values in the credentials (e.g., IDcard.firstname = ''John''), prove that a 

value satisfies a certain predicate (e.g., IDcard.birthdate < 1993/01/01) or that two 

values satisfy a predicate (e.g., IDcard.lastname = creditcard.lastname). Not only 

should a subset of credentials be contained in a presentation token but a presentation 

token evidence should be contained as well. For this reason, a User includes in the 

token a pseudonym, i.e. a public key generated by a user secret key. In addition to 

revealing information about attributes, a presentation token can, also, sign an 

application-specific message as well as a random nonce, if necessary, to guarantee 

freshness. 

Upon the reception of the presentation token, the Verifier initiates the token 

validation process which consists of two steps. At the first step, it is determined if 

the content of received presentation token satisfies the presentation policy. In the 

second step the validity of the provided pseudonym is taken place. The authenticity 

of a received presentation token can be verified by using the credential 

specifications, the pseudonym and issuer parameters of all credentials involved in 

the token. This means that a service provider should obtain the credential 

specifications and issuer parameters in a trusted manner by the Issuer of a smart 

city, e.g., by using a traditional PKI to authenticate them or retrieving them from a 

trusted location. Since the generated presentation tokens are in principle 

cryptographically unlinkable and untraceable, the Verifiers cannot tell whether two 

presentation tokens were derived from the same or from different credentials, and 

that Issuers cannot trace a presentation token back to the issuance of the underlying 

credentials. 

An application of an eBusiness model in a smart city may request a citizen to 

access multiple web sites, in a chain, where each site can verify that the citizen has 

accessed the previous, in the chain, site. This is useful in applications where the 

User has to visit some site before visiting another one, proving that the previous site 

has been visited. This can be helpful whenever two sites are in a collaboration 

agreement and tell to their users that if they visit both sites, the one after the other, 

and make some purchase they are entitled to a price reduction to the other site.  In 

this case, the first site acting as both a Verifier and an Issuer can use the carry-over 

feature of Privacy-ABCs. According to this, a credential of a presentation token is 

issued carrying over attribute values from other credentials  of the User, without, 

however, the Verifiers/Issuer knowing these values. Actually, we have an issuer-

oblivious transfer of attribute values into newly issued credentials that the User can 

use towards another site proving the visit to the previous site which issued the carry-

over credential. 

Finally, another optional Privacy-ABC entity is the Inspector whose task is to 

uncover the true identity or some other encrypted attribute values of a specific User 

upon a legal mandate only. To perform this task, the Inspector first has to examine 

the mandate for compliance with the previously established and agreed upon by all 

stakeholders (including Users) inspection grounds. Deploying an Inspector in a 

Privacy-ABC system, actually, renders the system pseudonymous and not fully 

anonymous. However, the ultimate goal of using a Privacy-ABC system is to 
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provide Users with the ability to act fully anonymously as they surf the Internet 

using various services. The Inspector comes as a compromise between this 

cornerstone property of Privacy-ABCs and the legal requirement to lift anonymity 

upon well-established legal grounds. Thus, a Privacy-ABC system involving an 

Inspector entity is considered as pseudonymous only, leaving a backdoor to lifting 

anonymity for Users who, provably, do not comply with Verifier‟s and Issuers‟ 

policies or violate the law. Therefore, the use of an Inspector building block should 

not be a default action but should be based on a thoroughly discussed and 

considered decision. In all cases, the inspection grounds should be clearly indicated 

to Users, requiring their full, explicit agreement before issuance of their credentials . 

The Users should now in every detail under what circumstances their anonymity is 

lifted. As for the type of entity that can have the role of an Inspector, it can be any 

governmental law enforcement agency. We believe that this role cannot be 

undertaken by private sector organizations but should be under strict state control 

due to trust reasons. 

 

3.1. A Scope Exclusive eBusiness Model 

As we discussed in the previous sections, the main goal of Privacy-ABCs is to 

preserve the anonymity of the user by allowing her to generate different 

pseudonyms towards different verifiers. This assures unlinkability among the 

pseudonyms as well as between the pseudonyms and the identity of the user who 

generated them. 

There are situations, however, where this unlinkability property among the 

generated pseudonyms is undesirable and, thus, it should be assured that all these 

pseudonyms are linked, together, belonging to the same, still anonymous, user. For 

example, in an online, anonymous opinion polling, users should not be allowed to 

bias the polling result by submitting multiple votes under different pseudonyms. In 

such situations, where all the pseudonyms of a user should be linked as belonging to 

the same, anonymous user, the verifier can request a special type of pseudonyms, 

called a scope-exclusive pseudonym, which is unique for the user's secret key and a 

given scope string. Scope-exclusive pseudonyms for different scope strings remain 

unlinkable. By using the URL of the opinion poll as the scope string, for example, 

the verifier can ensure that each user can only register, essentially, a single 

pseudonym to vote since all different pseudonyms are linkable as if they were one.  

In our eBusiness model we encourage the use of scope-exclusive pseudonyms 

since we desire to have a user evaluation/reward mechanism for the information 

provided by each user. As mentioned above, the scope string can be the Web 

address of an eShop. Thus, each time a user visits the eShop and performs a 

transaction, e.g. recommend a product or give opinion about something she bought , 

she proves some things about herself, e.g. profession or age. This anonymous proof 

gives more credibility and importance to the recommendation or opinion, both 

towards the eShop and other buyers. The eShop can exploit this credibility and 

weight in order to shape a better marketing strategy. It may, for instance, tell the 

product manufacturers or sellers that users' opinions are augmented by provable 

credibility and weight information that can, probably, attract more buyers. This, in 

turn, will result in higher advertising revenue for the eShop. 

In summary, according to the proposed model, eCommerce sites can exploit 

provable information about users in order to boost sales as well as advertising 

revenues. Enticing users to provide such provable information about themselves 

involves suitable reward and user information evaluation mechanisms. These 

mechanisms rely on the properties of ABCs. The users provide information about 

themselves in order to state opinions about products using a pseudonym to ensure 
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their anonymity, but their different sessions are linked to this specific pseudonym 

thus enabling to link the user (anonymously) to the rewards/evaluation mechanism.  

 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we presented a generic privacy centric eBusiness model based on  

Collective Intelligence, that is the interactions among citizens and a smart city‟s 

facilities. This model involves users who participate in information exchanges about 

products, opinion sharing about products they have used, and writing evaluations of 

services they liked or disliked. A central element of our approach is the deployment 

of a new privacy enhancing technology, Attribute Based Credentials, which was 

proposed by the ABC4Trust project. The privacy enhancing features of this 

technology encourages user participation without risking their breach of privacy 

while they allow them to give authoritative opinions about products by revealing 

only elements of their eIdentities related to the opinion weight, such as their 

profession or expertise. This can create new marketing and business opportunities 

for eCommerce sites by exploiting the authoritative opinions of citizens in 

increasing their marketing revenues. The key element of this approach is that the 

buying history and consumer behaviour of the citizens will remain private while 

they will be able to enjoy the benefits of this new eCommerce ecosystem.  

Our next step will be to implement this model along the lines in which the two 

ABC4Trust pilots were implemented based on the libraries provided, at no charge, 

at the Github code repository at https://github.com/p2abcengine/p2abcengine. The 

code allows easy build of the ABCs entities discussed in this paper and can provide, 

fast, an eBusiness environment in which real users can participate. Our approach 

will be to approach the municipality or Chamber of Commerce of a big city and 

discuss the possibility to engage a number of shops and volunteers in a pilot 

operation of the model proposed in this paper. Then, an evaluation phase will follow 

which, we firmly believe, will indicate total satisfaction of the participants. Finally, 

this will open the opportunity to enhance the pilot system in order to engage the 

whole city and its commercial stakeholders as well as the citizens as consumers. 
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